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Abstract: Hand gestures area unite the foremost natural and intuitive non-verbal communication medium whereas interacting 
with a pc, and connected analysis have recently boosted interest.  To boot, the distinctive options of the hand provided by current 
business cheap depth – camera are often exploited in numerous gesture recognition based systems, for human – computer 
interaction.   
This paper builds a sturdy hand form options from two modalities of depth and skeleton form approach, we have a tendency to 
use the movements, the rotations of the hand joints with relevance to their neighbors, and also the skeleton point cloud to find 
out the 3D geometric transformation.   
For the hand depth form approach, we have tendency to use the feature illustration from the hand element segmentation model. 
Finally, we propose a multi-level feature LSTM with CONV1D and CONV2D algorithm where LSTM is used to manage the 
range of hand options.  
Therefore, we tend to propose a completely unique technique by exploiting skeletal point clouds from skeletal form as well depth 
features from real hand depth form in order for the LSTM model to benefit from both. Our projected technique achieves the best 
result with skeletal and depth data.  
Keywords: Hand gesture, Detection, LSTM, CONV1D, CONV2D. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Besides the common language modalities, hand gestures are also typically utilized in our daily lives to speak with one another. 
Additionally hand gesture recognition is one of the way in which computers will interact with humans by translating the human 
hand gestures into commands. Especially the 3D hand estimation combined with depth camera has contributed to winning launch of 
computer game and increased reality applications like linguistic communication recognition, computer game, robotics and many 
interaction systems.  
The background of this paper is to induce economical and easy operating methodology for the deaf and dumb people to speak with 
others and it involves use in real world application. This paper involves two easy nonetheless effective ways that has been used 
they’re i) TEMPORAL PYRAMID and ii) LSTM with CONV1D and CONV2D Algorithm. The Temporal Pyramid splits the 
skeletal form and real hand depth form. Then the neural network model that is trained with our dataset will be used to detect the 
hand gesture.  
The LSTM with CONV1D and CONV2D is employed to extract the feature, decrypt the unwanted information and identify the 
proper hand gesture. Then the raspberry pi is dumped with python code for each gesture respectively. Then a speaker is connected 
to the raspberry pi through that audio for every gesture is recited. The main goal of our paper is to assist dumb, deaf to others 
through hand gestures. 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 
Existing technology of hand gesture detection: On having the input sequence of images through in- depth camera it uses  pre-
processing steps for removal of background noise and employs K-means clustering for the removal of the background and separate 
the hand gesture, so that only segmented significant cluster or hand object is to be processed in order that solely divided vital cluster 
or hand object is processed so as to calculate the primarily based options and provide the detected hand gesture output.  

A. Drawbacks of Existing System 
1) Simple shape identification is only possible, which leads to the low efficiency in real-time gesture identification.  
2) The algorithm used is slow and time-consuming. 
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III. III.PROPOSED SYSTEM 
The proposed system works on two methods each having their own use cases; they are TEMPORAL PYRAMID and LSTM WITH 
CONV1D AND CONV2D. TEMPORAL PYRAMID is used to split the hand gesture into the skeletal view and hand depth view 
respectively. LSTM with CONV1D and CONV2D algorithm is used to detect the hand gesture and deal with the diversity of hand 
features. Python is used to code the respective audio output for each gesture and dumped in raspberry pi. And the audio is recited 
through a speaker connected to the raspberry pi. The input image is used to detect what gesture has been shown with the help of pre 
trained model.  The model detects the hand gesture shown in front of the in-depth camera. And will recite the audio for the gesture 
respectively. 

Advantages of proposed system 
1) This requires less training time and requires less memory space. 
2) Simple, fast and easy to implement.  
3) Cheap and effective solution for the bed ridden and deaf, dumb people. 

 
A. Block Diagram of Proposed System 

 
   Figure 1:  Block diagram of the system 

The block diagram of our proposed system is shown in Figure 1. The Dataset for hand gestures is collected and also the system is 
pre-trained using the Datasets. Then when the gesture is shown in front of the in-depth camera. We apply the temporal frame sub-
sampling for every dynamic gesture to the specific length. We split the dynamic gesture into hand skeletal data represented as S and 
hand depth data represented as D as the input to the feature extraction step. Within the normalize section, It normalizes the skeletal 
and depth data information to the particular size in the dataset and extract the features of the views respectively. In our projected 
framework, the feature extraction section consists of feature varieties to exploit the robust features for the dynamic hand gesture. 
First two features such as hand skeleton and join point cloud are extracted from skeletal data. Through hand skeletal information 
movements, folding of fingers, internal angles between the fingers are found. Through the joint point-cloud we can extract the 3D 
joint points of normal hand. With real hand depth information depth and shape of the hand are found. We propose the multi-level 
feature LSTM model to train on every hand gesture feature the multi-level feature LSTM with Conv1D, the Conv2D pyramid is 
used to deal with the diversity of hand features and detect the gesture correctly. Our design allows the LSTM filter layer to take 
advantage of the semi-permanent dependencies between the frames and remove the complexity and exploit the character of the input 
feature. Finally; Audio output for specified gesture is recited through speaker which is connected to raspberry pi where the program 
is dumped.  
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The software that is used in the project is mainly python based Anaconda 3 and python 3.9 

A. Server Initiation 
Here the anaconda prompt is initiated using the proper command and the camera is switched on to recognize the gesture shown. The 
video feed is taken and used in image by image basis for the algorithm. The initiation of the anaconda turns on the in-depth camera 
is shown in Figure 2 and live video feed is taken. And this is used for further feature extraction and detection. 

 
Figure 2: Server initiation 

B. Temporal Pyramid And LSTM with Conv1d and Conv2d 
The temporal pyramid divides the gesture shown in front of the camera into skeletal view and hand depth view in order to improve 
the accuracy of the output. After the skeletal view is obtained it is normalized where the unwanted noise and background are 
removed and features like hand skeleton, joint point cloud is obtained. Similarly the real hand depth view is normalized and features 
like depth and shape of the hands are extracted. Among the hand gesture here two detection output of the hand gesture is shown in 
Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively. The gestures are detected using the LSTM, CONV1D and CONV2D algorithm. The LSTM 
decodes the unwanted part of the image and extract the features to detect the gesture and provide the correct detection output. 

 
Figure 3: Detection output of gesture P            Figure 4: Detection output of gesture K 

C. Processing Module Raspberry PI 
The reboot command is used to initiate the raspberry pi where the code for each gesture is dumped. The initiation of the raspberry pi 
is shown in Figure 5. After the detection output from the LSTM block , in raspberry pi an audio output that is a task is been 
programmed using the python code and dumped in it. So when we show a gesture in front of the camera the gesture is detected 
using the algorithm. And according to the detected output the audio output that is the task commands dumped in the raspberry pi is 
recited through the speaker connected to the port of raspberry pi. The Figure 5 shows the overall setup. 

 
Figure 4 Initiation of Raspberry Pi         Figure 5 Overall Setup of the system 
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V. CONCLUSION 
In our proposed model, we have designed the prototype model for deaf and dumb people. This is used to effectively improve the 
livelihood of the deaf and dumb people. The system successfully performs hand gesture recognition and gives an audio output of the 
results. So, the system has a very large scope in terms of helping the hearing aided people and old people. The results are more 
accurate compared to the other existing works. 
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